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Molecular level gap junction protein-based communication between adjacent cells is essential
for the proper function of living tissue. It has been noted for over 40 years that membrane contact with neighboring cells can cause changes in morphology, gene expression, and growth. 1 These processes have been found to be important in multiple physiological functions including transmitting action potentials in cardiac myocytes, 2 various roles in the immune system, 3, 4 neural activity, 5, 6 and proper organ development. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Impaired cell-cell communication has been implicated in numerous diseases, and is correlated with most forms of cancer. 12, 13 While there exists a large body of literature on observations of direct cellular communication in almost all types of cancer, the molecular processes of how this regulates oncogenesis is still poorly understood.
The development of an improved in vitro method to monitor cellular communication on the molecular level can greatly increase the rate of discovery in this field. Currently, the most widely used method assays the transfer of fluorescent dye between a labeled cell and an unlabeled cell in membrane contact. 14 This is generally accomplished by labeling one population of cells with a diffusible dye and culturing them in the presence of an unlabeled population of cells. While this experimental approach has proven reliable, information about single cell transfer kinetics is lost due to the difficulty of manipulating the time and location of cell-cell contact.
Microfabrication technology offers a promising route for developing cell-based analytical tools.
In previous work, we demonstrated that pressure driven single cell trapping could be achieved using microfluidic channels with a cross section much smaller than the size of a mammalian cell for patchclamp applications. 15 In this paper, we present a microfluidic application specific device capable of figure 1 , the west and east ports were used for flow of cells into the device, and the north and south ports controlled the corresponding row of cell trapping sites. All cell trapping channels were patterned on the same depth plane. Independent control of the two trapping ports (north and south) allowed selective trapping of one cell population on a specific side and a separate population at the opposing trapping channels.
The microfluidic application specific devices were fabricated using soft-lithography technology and replicate molding. SU-8 negative photoresist (Microchem Corportion) was used as the master mold. Dye transfer experiments were conducted using tissue cultured fibroblasts (NIH3T3). This cell line has been shown to be capable of dye transfer when cells are in membrane contact. 16, 17 The intracellular fluorescent dye calcein AM is permeable through cell-cell junctions and was used to study dye transfer. 17 The AM ester is advantageous for this assay since it is transported into the cells from solution and converted to a fluorescent moiety that cannot diffuse out through the plasma membrane.
After fluorescent and non-fluorescent cell-pairs were selectively trapped, the device was placed in a standard cell culture incubator (37 °C, 5% CO 2 ) to promote dye diffusion. Dye transfer was observed 
